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It is our hope that those of us 

inspired by the Shaws years 

of pioneering dedication and 

generosity would honor their 

50 years of marriage and the 

first 20 years of the Lackey 

Clinic by partnering with our  

Co-Founder Cooka Shaw and  

the Clinic to carry on the legacy 

of Jim’s good and faithful work.

TWENTY YEARS AGO, DR. JIM SHAW THOUGHT HE WAS ON 
THE RIGHT PATH as a well-established pulmonary specialist with a 
beautiful family. But God would soon entrust him with more.

As a new Christian, Jim felt God leading his heart to move beyond 
the church pew to be “the feet of Jesus” So in 1995, with an empty 
Sunday school room and a cardboard sign, he and his wife Cooka 
began serving the needy through free medical services once a week 
in the low-income area of Lackey. 

Slowly, patients came. Compassionate care was given. As needs 
increased, so did clinic hours. It outgrew the church space. But just 
as the ministry was being blessed, the path became rocky. A cancer 
diagnosis forced Dr. Shaw to leave his medical practice permanently 
and shut down the free clinic for several months.

After treatment, however, he and Cooka felt moved to reopen and 
expand the clinic. During Jim’s remissions, he devoted himself to its 
medical direction and development, nurturing its growth into a full-
service medical, dental, and counseling facility with a tremendous impact 
on the community’s poor and uninsured. Later, Jim realized his cancer 
was the catalyst for redirecting his professional efforts to the clinic, not 
only changing his course but that of many others in a powerful way.

Dr. Shaw’s mission was Matthew 25:40, “Inasmuch as you have done 
it to one of the least of these my brothers, you have done it to me.” 
But his life also reflects another Matthew 25 scripture—the Parable of 
the Talents, in which a master entrusts his wealth in differing amounts 
to servants based on ability. We are quite sure that Jim Shaw has 
heard the master’s reply to the servant who used what he was given 
and doubled its worth: “Well done, good and faithful servant! You 
have been faithful with a few things; I will put you in charge of many 
things. Come and share your master’s happiness!”
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